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Today, enterprise business users typically work in desktop applications, emailing files
between parties across the extended enterprise as part of intra and intercompany business
processes. Without an effective cloud data management capability, which includes a verified
and trusted source of truth for this desktop data, companies will struggle to optimally plan
and execute their businesses.

By offering the Boardwalk Digital Ledger on the IBM Bluemix cloud Blockchain platform,
companies can now orchestrate consortium network processes, enabling an off-chain,
collaborative, work-in-process (WIP) planning environment which can deliver trusted,
validated, and secured transactions through blockchain. The Boardwalktech and IBM
combination provides an end-to-end solution transforming existing enterprise collaborative
planning applications to now include a highly secured, shared, and replicated digital ledger
providing both transaction and execution decision provenance amongst the parties.

“Boardwalktech has deployed its private digital ledger technology networks for F500
companies across multiple industries,” said Andrew T. Duncan, CEO of Boardwalktech.
“Using the Boardwalk Digital Ledger, blockchain connected applications can be quickly
configured, integrated with the extended enterprise, and deployed using Excel, a browser, or
mobile device resulting in a more efficient, secure and trusted digital information exchange
environment.”

By combining the Boardwalktech Digital Ledger Technology with IBM Bluemix, companies
can reduce the time it takes to execute business, remove cost for all participants, and reduce
risk by providing an end-to-end collaborative and blockchain enabled consortium network
technology solution.

About Boardwalktech:

Boardwalktech provides a patented, collaborative enterprise data management technology
offered as either a platform service or industry specific application delivered on premise or in
the cloud which automates and scales manual processes typically run today in spreadsheets
making them enterprise quality and available across multiple platforms and devices digitally
integrated with the extended enterprise.
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